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Peking university international student orientation guide

Independent, reliable guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved colleges, LLC All rights reserved studying in the U.S. as an international student can be an exciting and enriching experience, which is why more and more students choose to come to the U.S. each year. Enrollment of international students in
American high schools and colleges has increased significantly in recent years. The number of students from international secondary schools tripled between 2004 and 2016, now a total of almost 82 000. Meanwhile, colleges host more than a million international students each year. If you're thinking about studying in America, this guide breaks down the
process of covering school, but also answering frequently asked questions about costs, visas and post-graduate opportunities. Step 1: Research Your OptionsWhen it comes to studying in the U.S., international students have a few different options: High SchoolSome parents encourage their teenagers to attend high school in the U.S. to broaden their
horizons and prepare them for higher education chills. In addition to developing English skills, students also learn to navigate a different culture. U.S. public high schools only allow international students to study for one year, but private schools don't limit the length of enrollment.Community CollegeBecause community colleges are largely an American
phenomenon that many international students haven't heard of. But these two-year colleges can be a big stepping stone figuring out whether a four-year degree in a U.S. school is the right fit. In addition to introducing students to the American education system, community colleges make it easy to transfer credits, save money on tuition, and develop
academic, professional and personal networks before diving into a bachelor's degree. UndergraduateStudying in one of the best higher education systems in the world is the reason enough for many international students to come to America for their undergrad years, but there's more. While undergrad programs in places like Europe tend to emphasize
specialization, American colleges offer a rigorous general education program that covers a variety of basic topics. U.S. colleges also generally offer a wider selection of degree programs and provide more flexibility to explore and make changes. Graduate programs include both master's and doctoral degrees, and can last anywhere from nine months to seven
years, depending on the field of study and student career goals. Graduate programs appeal to both students who come to America for the first time and those who have already completed a bachelor's degree and want to stay in the country. Short-term studies abroads young students range from programmes lasting only a few weeks to a full academic year
and allow students to supplement their learning at home with international experience. Short-term study abroad experience is available at all there are many organizations that help students find a location, focus area, and budget that meets their needs. Online LearningStudying and living in the US is an expensive process that is not always realistic for
everyone. However, as online programs expand, many international students are completing American degrees without ever setting foot in the country. Programs are available at all levels of college and in many areas. Step 2: Understand the cost of studying abroadNce students have decided on the type of study abroad program, the next step is to determine
the cost and how to pay for them. According to international education consultant Sarah Froberg, the school's way of student attendance greatly affects the bottom line. International students are generally not eligible for federal financial support, so it's important to look at how tuition costs vary from school to school, she warns. Public colleges tend to be more
affordable than private schools, but private schools usually award more scholarships. Another thing students need to consider is how their home currency means to the U.S. dollar. Currency fluctuations can really change how long your money will last, says Froberg. Some of the questions ask myself to include how far my money will go in US dollars, which is
the current exchange rate, and is the rate projected to change. Plus, employment opportunities are limited, so relying on part-time work is not realistic. International students can only work in university jobs that usually pay the minimum wage, says Froberg.The following sections take a look at some of the total cost of studying in the U.S. at various academic
levels. Students have two options for attending an American high school: public schools run by individual countries, and private schools operating autonomously. The cost varies greatly between the two, so students and their families need to understand them fully before making a choice. Public high schools are free for American students to attend, while
international students have to pay a fee. According to the U.S. Department of State, these fees typically range from $3,000 and $10,000 for one year in which they can study abroad. Private secondary schools are more expensive, and these costs will vary greatly depending on the state, city, county and/or individual schools. The Academy of Charlemont in
Massachusetts, for example, charges $28,500 for tuition and fees per year. The following examples can give international students an overall idea of what to expect. The amounts come from high school at the University of North Carolina Arts and Academy in Charlemont. Unlike at the high school level, international college students are allowed to attend
public or private institutions throughout the program - be it associate, undergraduate, master's or doctoral degrees. As foreign students are not eligible for a lower they can expect a bonus even in public universities. The average annual tuition for 2017-18 was: State Community College: $8,614 per year Public four-year college: $25,620 Private four-year
college (nonprofit): $34,740 To get a better sense of what these expenses look like, check out the International Education Exchange Board organizing hundreds of short-term education opportunities for students around the world at the estimated cost. As an example, here is the actual cost of its eight-week summer program in Boston: Membership Approval:
$300 Education Cost: $2,910 Housing: $2,640 Meals Not Included Program Fee: $600 International Airfare : $1 .200 Local Transport: $400 Books and Supplies: $50 Visa: $1,000 Personal Expenses: $300 Financial Support Resources3 Hidden Costs for International Students at U.S. Colleges This insightful article from U.S. News &amp; World Report helps
international students figure out how to reduce costs without losing their education quality.eduPASS Billed as a SmartStudent Guide to Studying in the U.S., eduPASS provides a ton of resources for students seeking help with financial assistance, including financial planning worksheets and loan explainers. Financial Support For Undergraduate International
Students NAFSA: The Association of International Educators offers several resources to help international students understand how much money they need and understand the different sources of funding available to them. International Scholarships This website is dedicated to helping international students find and apply for scholarships and scholarships
that help them offset the cost of American education. International Students Find Ways to Pay a High Teaching Voice of America provides this fascinating article and spends an interview with an international student who figured out how to attend school in America without breaking the bank. Offices of financial support for many institutions – Bard College is
just one example – provide resources specifically tailored to international students. After deciding which college they want to attend, students should look for a similar page or contact the Financial Support Office to find out about specific funding. Step 3: Applying For The Right High School or College in the U.S. can be confusing, especially for international
students who may not be familiar with how the education system works in the country, including the application process. This information gives students a good idea of what kind of information they will need to collect and submit. Some schools may ask for additional material, so it is best to read the instructions and requirements carefully for each
school/programme. Because the international high school landscape is alien to many international students, families often work with counselors or agencies to navigate the process. Students interested in this option should agencies and to carefully review all fees. Standard materials required for entrance include: Financial reports showing that the family is
able to pay for the program, and additional expenses Information about where the student will be staying while on a school F-1 visa for a one-year stay or M-1 visa for several years of stay entrance exam scores Online application to the TOEFL scores Teacher recommendations Teacher recommendations Teacher recommendations Copy passport
immunization records School transcript Schools Although most international students have taken at least some English courses before arriving, they may need to take more. If your English isn't quite where it's needed, it's quite common for students to start English as a second language (ESL) class, notes Sarah. This is one of the smartest things an esl
student can do because not only will it help them improve their English, but they can also get their heads start adjusting to life in the U.S. No more than U.S. colleges, international students go through the same admissions process as American students. The application requirements for prospective students tend to be deeper than at the high school level, and
the review process may be stricter, depending on the college. For starters, Froberg notes that international students will turn their high school transcriptions into U.S. academic systems, and most colleges will also require at least two standardized tests (such as IELTS/TOEFL and SAT/ACT). Other requirements include: Financial statements that show
students or their parents can pay for the program and additional expenses for approval of A J-1 visa approval Online application For at least three years of high school transcripts Minimum required for GPA recommendation letters Immunization records Health Insurance Affida s interview (optional, but promoted by some universities such as Harvard) All
claims must be submitted by the college deadline. The admissions committee will then review all applications and admission decisions will be sent, usually in the spring. As for an exchange program, internship, certificate or other short-term study option is usually less intense than applying to high school or college, but students still have to start early to
ensure that all of their papers are delivered on time. Some of the documents they'll probably be asked to provide include: Financial statements that show a student or his/her parents can pay for the program and additional expenses for an endorsement visitor (B) visa or F-1 visa, depending on the length of stay Documentation English language capabilities
Online application Advisor support membership letter Academic Recommendation Resume Transcript if applicable Application Fee Immunization records Health Insurance Attestation TOEFLMore over 30 million people take the English language as a foreign language (TOEFL) exam each year, and many of them do so because they want to study in the US.
The TOEFL the exam can be done online and helps students whose mother tongue is not English to qualify for academic programs abroad. Educational Testing Service (ETS), an administrator exam, offers 50 test dates throughout the year so students should check with the school or program they want to attend and see when is the best time for it. Since
students may not reach a high enough score for the first time, they may want to leave extra time to retake it. The ETS provides free preparatory materials on its website, as well as more general information about the exam. Step 4: When applying for student VisaOnce students have received a letter of offer from the school, the next step is to obtain a visa
from the U.S. government. Although it may seem frightening, this process is simple and simple for students who are ready. In addition to the documents, most visas require an interview. According to Froberga, there is no reason to feel depressed as long as you follow the rules. It is important to be honest and polite during your visa interview without offering
any excess information that could cause confusion, she says. It is also important to show close ties with your country as the official wants to see that you plan on returning once your program is complete. The following section discusses the most common types of visas for international students and what is needed to obtain them. Regardless of the visa you
apply for, Froberg notes that preparation is key. Most importantly, what I say to students is to look into this list of necessary documentation from the U.S. Department of State before going to your visa appointment, she says. If you forget something, you will most likely be denied your visa and need to go back to another appointment. Students who have to
travel far to the embassy, forgetting even one piece of paper can cause a lot of headaches, so be prepared. Visitor (B) visas allow students from countries who do not participate in the Visa Waiver Program to visit the U.S. for 90 days or less and engage in short-term program studies. To qualify, students must specify the purpose of the trip and how long they
plan to stay. They must also submit documentation of their permanent address outside america and prove the funds. Applications can be submitted to the U.S. Embassy in your home country. This visa costs $160 and prevents holders from working or intern while in the country. An F-1 visa is provided to students attending an accredited university or college,
high school, private elementary school, seminary, conservatory or other academic institution providing language training. International students attending public high school can only use this visa for a year, but students attending other types of schools can extend it temporarily to the program. Before applying for an F-1 at the U.S. Embassy, students need to
form 1-20 from their school. The most difficult part of getting an F-1 shows the correct financial says Froberg. The school should be able to provide model documentation as well as guidelines for the translation of the document to meet the school's requirements. After combining all fees associated with the F-1, this visa costs $480. F-1 visa holders are
allowed to work on-campus work if it's part-time. The M-1 visa, also known as a professional visa, allows students to live full-time in America and explore a topic that is traditionally not considered academic. Examples include language programmes, technical/professional programmes or training in a given trade (e.g. cooking, cosmetology, flight training).
Unless otherwise stated, M-1 visa holders can stay in the U.S. for two years or until the end of their program, whichever is faster. Applicants must demonstrate their English skills, maintenance of funds and intention to leave once the programme is completed. Applications are made through the U.S. Embassy and cost $520. The J-1 visa is often used
interchangeably with an F-1 visa, but there are major differences. J-1 can be used for standard university degree programs, but unlike F-1, at least 51 percent of funding cannot come from a student's personal funds. This is a common visa for students participating in educational exchanges, such as the Fulbright program. In addition, students must obtain a
separate work permit for any work or outside the university. Applications are made to the U.S. Embassy and cost $500. Step 5: Preparation for DepartureCade students are accepted to make their school of choice and have a visa in hand, there are a few remaining things that they will need to take care of before leaving their country and going to the U.S. The
following checklist helps students ensure that they don't forget to take care of anything before jetting off. Since banks and credit card companies often charge fees for international applications and currency exchange, it is in the interests of students to set up a new bank account upon arrival and transfer their education and maintenance funds to America. If
you're not sure which bank to use, contact your school's international student office for instructions. Health insurance is a legal requirement in most countries, so students need to be sure to sort this out before arriving in the United States, suggests Froberg. Since this process may be alien to international students, she offers more guidance: I highly
recommend avoiding international student health insurance from independent counselors because, frankly, it can be a rip-off, she says. If your school doesn't offer health insurance, get advice from your international student counsel. Students who want to get insurance from their college can check out Purdue University's website to see an example of what is
needed. While some private high schools and most colleges offer on-campus housing, some students may need to find host families or Accommodation. If you are looking for accommodation on campus, students must work with services office; otherwise, they will probably want to contact their international consultant. Most high school counselors connect
students with families who have previously screened to avoid any issues. As for college housing, students should fully explore different parts of the city, consider the proximity to campus and available transportation, and find an opportunity that fits their budget. Students who go to school in bustling metropolitan areas such as New York City, Boston or
Philadelphia often have access to reliable transportation such as buses, subways, light rails or cabins. In addition, some colleges offer transit vans or shuttles that take international students on weekly flights to places such as grocery stores, pharmacies and cinemas. If they are studying in a rural area, students might consider receiving their own transport.
Since each country has different rules on driving licenses, students must check with their school or local department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). Some countries allow students to use a license from their home country for a certain period of time (usually a year) before moving to the U.S. for a driver's license, while others don't recognize international licenses as
valid. Staying in touch with friends and family at home is the key to a happy transition. Setting up a cell phone may take some time, so Froberg recommends working with an international consultant to do this before you go. While cell phone providers can set up when you get here, it can feel overwhelming when also dealing with jetlag and cultural shock, she
says. When students have a mobile account set up, there are many apps that make video, phone, or text chat cheaper. Google Hangouts, Skype, Viber and WhatsApp are worth knowing when you're away from home. Getting to school may require some planning, so it's best to start early on figuring out where you fly in and out and where you will need extra
transport to get to and from school. (Pro tip: Most schools in America start academic years in August or September, and these are notoriously expensive times to fly.) For the most budget friendly tickets, it is best to book them far in advance. Students can also use flight aggregants such as Skyscanner, Kayak, Google Flights and Momondo to compare prices
across airlines. After graduatingYou not only moved towards the complex American education system, you conquered it. Now that you've completed your program or degree, what's next? Here are some potential options: Return HomeAfter getting the education you had, you can use your newly acquired knowledge to help your home country. Not every
student gets a chance to get a diploma or degree in another country, so newly minted graduates returning home are often in high demand because of their unique knowledge, skillsets and professional networks. Continue studies into the degree you earned and your remaining budget after completing this research, you decide to stay in America to earn
another degree. As long as you are enrolled in an accredited academic program and can demonstrate proof of funds, you can continue to study in the US and build your skills. Start a Career in the U.S. After learning about the American education system in ways, making professional contacts and new friends, some international students want to stay in the
country and start their careers. While this process is not easy, students who are focused and surely can find success in moving to the United States more permanently. After graduating from college, students can apply for what is known as Optional Practical Training (OPT), a one-year work permit type that allows young graduates to work in an area related to
their studies and actually get paid for it. Students have 90 days between graduation and OPT starts to find a job, so it's important that they make professional contacts and participate in unpaid internships while still in school to strengthen their chances of finding a job quickly. Froberg has some helpful tips for students, given this path, who don't want to
experience heartache along the way. My biggest advice to students is to never work illegally in the U.S., she says. Students may think that the government can't track things like babysitting or working in a restaurant, but they dig deep into the work history by reviewing OPT applications. If the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) discovers that
you worked illegally, they could not only deny your application, but also cancel your visa and ban you from the United States. Member states.
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